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Tools for Virtual Neurorobotics

Florian Röhrbein
http://neurorobotics.net/

The Human Brain Project at a glance
§ Future Emerging Technology (FET) Flagship
§ 10-year, EUR 1 billion Research Roadmap
50% Core Project, 50% Partnering Projects
§ Biggest EU ICT project: HBP uses ICT funding
• Ramp-up Phase (2 ½ years)
•

FP7 (54 million EUR)

•

750+ scienMsts,

•
•

114 insMtuMons,
24 countries, mainly Europe & Americas/Asia

§ Builds on pre-exisMng EU & naMonal projects:
Blue Brain, BrainScaleS, JSC, SpiNNaker,
MyoroboMcs
§ Interfaces with EU & internaMonal eﬀorts
PRACE, US BRAIN iniMaMve, …
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Neurorobotics in a Nutshell
(Large-Scale) Brain Simulation

Biologically realistic
large-scale models with
millions of neurons
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Neurorobotics in a Nutshell
Robot

(Large-Scale) Brain Simulation

Environment

Robots with biomimetic
muscle-like actuators

Neurorobotics in a Nutshell
Robot

Large-Scale Brain Simulation
Neural Output
Sensory Input

Enable closed-loop
interaction of simulated
brain models and the
environment using robotic
embodiments

Environment
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Technological Milestones in Brain Research
First Optical
Microscope

1500

First Electron
Microscope

Nissl Staining

1600

1700

First EEG Recordings of
Human Brain Activity

1800

1900

First Turing
Complete Computer

Magnet Resonance
Imaging

2000

Start of the Blue
Brain Project
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closed-loop system by real-time cerebellar motor control of real hardware. In our
llel computing platform SpiNNaker simulates a spiking neural network model of the
Brain-Body Closed-Loop in SW and HW
rrectively control a musculoskeletal robot. We have integrated the closed
loop and - SP10
Neurorobotics
gress of making rst experiments with our real-time cerebellar controlled robot.
We present a brain-body closed-loop system by real-time cerebellar motor control of real hardware. In our
setup, the massively parallel computing platform SpiNNaker simulates a spiking neural network model of the
cerebellum in order to correctively control a musculoskeletal robot. We have integrated the closed loop and
are currently in the progress of making rst experiments with our real-time cerebellar controlled robot.

Musculoskeletal Robot from Myorobotics

ot from Myorobotics

Inspired by human and animal
biology, our robot platform was
chosen to be the musculoskeletal Myorobotics toolkit. It
uses a modular, recon gurable
design based on variablesti ness
joints
with
two
motors,
links,
and
joint
position and torque sensors
(see left picture). Each hinge

or pivot joint usually consists
of two motors with each a
force and a position sensor
and a CAN bus controller. AsSimulated robot arm
the actuators are intrinsically
compliant, they can also
enable elastic energy storage
allowing for highly dynamic
motions (see right picture).
[www.myorobotics.eu]

ntroller

Towards physical robotics

or pivot joint usually consists
of two motors with each a
force and a position sensor
and a CAN bus controller. As
the actuators are intrinsically
compliant, they can also
enable elastic energy storage
allowing for highly dynamic
motions (see right picture).
[www.myorobotics.eu]

Cerebellar Motor Controller

Cerebellar model

Computing Platform SpiNNaker
Within the SENSOPAC and REALNET project a realistic real-time
model of the cerebellum was developed (see picture above)
and successfully connected to a robotic system under closedloop conditions. It is based on integrate-and- re spiking
neurons with spike-timing dependent plasticity (STDP) at the
parallel ber to Purkinje cell connections. The STDP is driven by
the inferior olive activity, which encodes an error signal fed into
the system. Whereas the mossy bers provide the major input
to the cerebellum (along with the teaching/error signal), the
deep-cerebellar nuclei (DCN) produce the
nal corrective
control signals. We build upon this work, ported the model
which was originally written for EDLUT, an event-driven
simulator based on look-up tables, to PyNN, a uni ed Python
front-end for several neuronal simulators including SpiNNaker,
and compared the results between the simulators in order to
validate the porting process.
[www.sensopac.org]
[www.realnet-fp7.eu]

Physical robot arm

Computing Platform SpiNNaker
We use the SpiNNaker board
for simulating our spiking
neural
network
cerebellar
model in real time. It provides
a massively parallel, mobile
and
energy-e cient
computing platform. SpiNNaker
boards can be easily scaled
up, from four chips with each
16 application cores (see right
picture) up to the desired goal
of connecting over 50,000
chips allowing the simulation
of one billion simple neurons.
SpiNNaker follows an eventdriven,
asynchronous and
decentralized
spike-based
communication
approach
inspired by neurobiology.

Putting it all together:
Challenges and Future Work

control a robot with only one
We use the SpiNNaker board
joint to follow a simple
trajectory (see right picture),
for simulating our spiking
in
which
the
emulated
cerebellum is responsible for
control when the system's
neural
network
cerebellar
low-level dynamic controller
Ongoing:
RealMme-control
deviates due to payloads or
model in real time. It provides
unforeseen dynamics. The
cerebellum
model
already
runs in real-time on the
a massively parallel, mobile
SpiNNaker enabling a closed
loop. After this proof of
and
energy-e cient
comconcept implementation, we
now intend to scale up the
puting platform. SpiNNaker
boards can be easily scaled
Neuromorphic hardware
up, from four chips with each
16 application cores (see right
picture) up to the desired goal
of connecting over 50,000 On top of the SpiNNaker, a
enabled
I/O
board
chips allowing the simulation CAN
the
of one billion simple neurons. establishes
between
SpiNNaker follows an event- communication
driven,
asynchronous and SpiNNaker and our robot.
decentralized
spike-based [apt.cs.manchester.ac.uk/
communication
approach projects/SpiNNaker]
inspired by neurobiology.
INSTITUTIONS

On top of the SpiNNaker, a
CAN
enabled
I/O
board
establishes
the
communication
between
SpiNNaker and our robot.
[apt.cs.manchester.ac.uk/
projects/SpiNNaker]

Our initial setup is designed to

robot kinematic complexity
including
more
hardware
parts. A robot simulator
environment will provide us
with the necessary tools for
e cient testing.

COLLABORATION PARTNERS

Fakultät für InformaMk

der Technischen Universität München

Putting it all together:

Deﬁni6ons:
What is a and
Robo6cs
Simulator?
LNET project a realistic real-time
Challenges
Future
Work

developed (see picture above)
a robotic system under closedOur initial
setup
designed
to
A robo6cs
simulator
is aissimulaMon
so`ware
“Simula6on is the imitaMon of
d on integrate-and- re spiking
robot
with onlyapplicaMons
one
usedcontrol
to createaand
test embedded
pendent plasticity (STDP) at the joint to follow a simple
the operaMon of a real-world
for
a
robot
(robot
controller)
without
depending
nnections. The STDP is driven by trajectory (see right picture),
process or system over Mme.”*
on the
constraints
the real world.
h encodes an error signal fed into
in physical
which
the of emulated
sy bers provide the major input
cerebellum
responsible
I.e. the
parameters ofis
physical
laws can befor
altered,
h the teaching/error signal), the
control
the– besystem's
simulaMons
can –when
for instance
slower or faster
produce the
nal corrective
low-level dynamic controller
than realMme.
on this work, ported the model deviates due to payloads or
n for EDLUT, an event-driven unforeseen dynamics. The
ables, to PyNN, a uni ed Python cerebellum
model
already robot kinematic complexity
of a Modern RoboMcs Simulator
more
hardware
simulators including SpiNNaker,Features
runs in real-time on the including
§ Physics engine
in order
to provideparts.
realisMc movements
A robot simulator
ween the simulators in order to SpiNNaker
enabling
a closed
§ Realis6c
rendering
of theof
robot
and its environment
environment
will provide us
loop.
After3D this
proof
with the necessary tools for
§ May contain
libraries of virtual
concept
implementation,
we enMMes
e the
cient
testing.
now
intend
§ May
havetoanscale
editorup
orthe
designer for
enMMes

§

May provide APIs or scripMng interfaces

COLLABORATION PARTNERS

* J. Banks, J. Carson, B. Nelson, D. Nicol (2001). Discrete-Event System SimulaMon, p. 3.
SS 2016
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Why Do We Want to Use a Robo6cs Simulator?
n

n

Reproducibility of experiments
q

Rerun an experiment mulMple Mmes (determinisMcally)

q

Leads to higher observability

Inﬂuence on physical constraints
q
q

q

n

Simple to inﬂuence surrounding condi6ons (simulaMon Mme, laws of physics)
SimulaMons make it possible to compute expensive algorithms that would need ages to run
on real robot microcontrollers (e.g. geneMc algorithms)
Test algorithms which may not yet run in realMme

Reduced 6me eﬀorts and costs
q

Quick and eﬃcient tes6ng of new concepts, strategies and algorithms (prevents costly
errors)

q

Paralleliza6on of work: So`ware can be developed while hardware is sMll constructed

q

Easier to setup, faster and more convenient to use (e.g. for sharing a showcase)

q

Building new robot models, sekng up experiments takes way less 6me

q

Also results are (o`en) transferable to real robots (no extra costs for transfer)

SS 2016
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Robo6cs Simulators – an Overview
SoLware

MORSE

Developers

License

Physics
Engine

3D Rendering
Engine

PlaNorms

Open
Source
RoboMcs
FoundaMon

Apache 2.0

- ODE
- Bullet
- Simbody
- DART

OGRE

Linux
MacOS X
(Windows)

Academic
community

BSD

Bullet

Blender
Game
Engine

Linux
MacOS X
BSD

CyberboMcs

Proprietary

Custom
version of
ODE

OGRE

Linux
MacOS X
Windows

Coppelia RoboMcs

Proprietary /
GNU GPL

- ODE
- Bullet
- Vortex

Internal

Linux
MacOS X
Windows

Information partly taken from http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Robotics_simulator
SS 2016
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Robo6cs Simulators – an Overview
SoLware

MORSE

Main
Programming
Language

Extensibility

External APIs

Formats

Robo6cs
Middleware

C++/Python

Plugins (C++)

C++

SDF/URDF

ROS, sockets
(protobuf
messages)

Python

Python

Python

Own
format, .blend

ROS, Sockets,
YARP, Pocolibs,
MOOS

C++

Plugins (C++), API

C/C++, Python,
Java, Matlab

WBT, VRML‘97

ROS, URBI, NaoQI

LUA

API, Add-ons,
Plugins

C/C++, Python,
Java, Urbi, Matlab,
Octave

URDF

ROS, Sockets

Information partly taken from http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Robotics_simulator
SS 2016
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Gazebo Robo6cs Simulator | Element Types | Joint Types

PrismaMc: 1 DoF (Degree of
Freedom) translaMonal

Revolute: 1 DoF rotaMonal

Ball: 3 DoF rotaMonal

Revolute: Two revolute joints
in series

Universal: 2 DoF rotaMonal

Source: http://gazebosim.org/assets/drc_kickoff_oct25_2012-43ef8c94bb51918fbd4912148cd20722.pdf
SS 2016
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Translational Neurorobotics – A Case Study
Physical Robot

Robot Design
(CAD Models)

Production

Assembly

Simulated Robot

Modeling

Goal of the project

Simulation

Student
Project 1

Implementing a spiking neural
network based lane following for
the Robotino.
- In simulation (nest, gazebo)
- Real robot + SpiNNaker
Additional objectives:
- Obstacles and robustness
- Use a dynamic vision sensor

8

System Structure

Input - Preprocessed image from camera
Output - Steering direction

Gazebo Simulation

9

Toolchain for Rapid Deployment of Machine
Learning Models
for Autonomous Driving

Student
Project 2

Daniel Plop
Rupam Bhattacharya
Nir Leibushor
Technische Universität München
Informatik
Robotics and Embedded Systems
Garching, Datum 15. December 2016

System Architecture
Parameters

Read

Image Frames & Parameters

Write

VTD

Shared
memory

Read

Machine Learning
Model

Image

Read

Driving Controls

Output

…
…

Main
Controller

Write
Controller Output

Remote (e.g. TCP)
or
Local (RDB protocol)
Advanced Machine Learning in Neurorobotics Winter Semester 2016/2017

20

10

Student
Project 3

Advanced Machine Learning in Neurorobotics Winter Semester 2016/2017
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Advanced Machine Learning in Neurorobotics Winter Semester 2016/2017
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Advanced Machine Learning in Neurorobotics Winter Semester 2016/2017

Technische Universität München

1.

Project Review

23

Student
Project 4

Goal:
- Navigation problem solved by:
• Spinnaker
• Neuroevolution with NEAT
Setup:
- 3D environment: V-Rep
- Two-wheel diﬀerential drive
- Short range distance sensors
- Relative goal position as input
Challenges:
- Navigation
- Obstacle Avoidance
- SNN / SpiNNaker integration

Johannes Oﬀner, Ertugrul Karademir
24

12

Technische Universität München

2.

Approaches

4.

Approach - ‘Working One’
•
•
•
•
•
•

Simulation:
V-Rep – one command, multiple samples
Inputs: 2 – relative position of goal (x, y)
Outputs:
2 – velocity command (vL, vR)
Goal:
Multiple fixed goals
Fitness:
Distance to goal
Result:

Problem:
• Very slow – for 1 generation: 5 min (Population: 20, Samples: 20)
Johannes Oﬀner, Ertugrul Karademir
25

Technische Universität München

3.

Various Robots

Johannes Oﬀner, Ertugrul Karademir
26
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SP10

Objectives of the Neurorobotics Platform

With the Neurorobotics Platform, researchers can collaboratively design and run
virtual experiments in cognitive neuroscience using brain models developed within
and outside the Human Brain Project.
The Neurorobotics platform provides software and hardware tools for researchers to
demonstrate how brain models can control robots in complex environments.

SP10 Neurorobotics Platform – HBP 2nd Periodic Review – June 2016
!

Slide

Co-funded by
the European Union

!

HBP PlaNorms
§ Collabora6ve research tools
for brain research and braininspired compuMng
technologies.
§ Prototype hardware, so`ware,
databases, brain atlases, and
programming interfaces
§ Embody the key objecMves of
the HBP
§ Con6nuous reﬁnement in
close collaboraMon with end
users
§ Access as of today via the HBP
Collaboratory
Photo: © John L Downes
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Main Building Blocks (Server side)
The NRP is built on top of Gazebo

ROS is used as a middleware

Python for the CLE and backend code
NEST is used as neuron simulator
•

Focuses on the dynamics, size and structure of neural
systems rather than on the exact morphology of individual
neurons

SP10
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Methodology and communication
Client
Product
Owner
Scru
m
Maste
r

Scru
m
Maste
r

TUM /
fortiss

EPFL

SSSA

FZI

SP10 Neurorobotics Platform – HBP 2nd Periodic Review – June 2016
!

Slide 30

Co-funded by
the European Union

!
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NRP Experiments

SP10
1- Braitenberg
Experiment v1 Closed-loop
simulation
2- Braitenberg
Experiment v2 –
Events Control

3- Mouse Experiment –
Soft body simulation
Mouse has deformable
skin

NRP

Simulation

Closed Loop Engine

4- Visual Tracking
Experiment
Integrating a retina
model
Brain

TFs

World

Robot

Design
5- Sensory-Motor
Learning
Experiment
Based on Robot to
Robot Transfer
Functions

Robot Designer

Brain Interf .– Body
Integ.

Environment Designer

SP10 Neurorobotics Platform – HBP 2nd Periodic Review – June 2016

Experiment Designer

Slide 31

Co-funded by
the European Union

!

!

Support for physical robots

SP10

www.nest-initiative.org

Neuron

PyNN

Brian

SP10 Neurorobotics Platform – HBP 2nd Periodic Review – June 2016
!

Slide

32

Co-funded by
the European Union

!
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Support for neuromorphic
hardware

SP10

www.nest-initiative.org

PyNN

SP10 Neurorobotics Platform – HBP 2nd Periodic Review – June 2016
!

The Human Brain Project 2016

Slide 33

Co-funded by
the European Union

December 15, 2016

!
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User community building

SP10

§ Performance shows with
open days
§ Workshops and symposia
§ Talks and demonstrations
§ Platform homepage
• www.neurorobotics.net

§ Tutorial and demo videos
§ Social Media
• facebook.com/neurorobotics
• twitter.com/HBPNeurorobotics
• youtube.com/c/HBPNeurorobotics
Slide 35
!

Co-funded by
the European Union

!

Thank your for your a]en6on!
For more informaMon visit us on
www.neurorobo6cs.net
and follow us on Twiuer!
@HBPNeurorobo6c
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